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Introduction -

Once Upon a Playground...
“When one tugs at a single thing in nature
they find it attached to the rest of the world”
John Muir
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My name is Sarah and I am a Drama Artist
working with Eco Drama on their awardwinning creative outdoor learning project
Out to Play. I wrote this resource pack after
working with 3 to 5 year olds in nurseries
throughout Glasgow as part of the project,
exploring the most engaging and creative
ways to support their outdoor experiences.
Storytelling and Drama have proved to be
essential tools in creating a deep connection
between early years children and nature.

Whether your nursery or school has a wild
forest or a concrete jungle as a playground,
you and the children have the creative power
to dream up endless possibilities for outdoor
play and adventure. What if fairies live in the
brick wall? What if the bench is a pirate ship?
What if the concrete is a sea full of magical
creatures? Through Storytelling and Drama
you can support and nurture the qualities
of wonder, imagination and curiosity for our
natural world in each and every child.

During the Out To Play CPD training
sessions, nursery leaders shared many happy
memories of exploring the outdoors in their
childhoods. Like me, they remember playing
all day and not going home until the street
lights came on or tummies rumbled. In our
current society, it seems there aren’t as many
opportunities for children to roam so freely
anymore, but thankfully they can experience
the outdoors with you. You have the ability
to create the space required for future
generations to deeply connect with nature,
explore boundaries, develop creativity and
social skills and grow a life-long love for the
natural world.

This resource includes helpful tips, songs,
stories, drama games and tried and tested
outdoor session plans that encourage
confidence, communication, creativity and
improved nature connection for early years
children. I hope it acts as a companion on
many magical, outdoor adventures for
years to come.
Sarah Rankin
Out to Play Drama Artist		
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This structure sets out how an Out to Play workshop for Early Years
children could be planned. The following sections offer ideas and tips
on how to design each part of the suggested structure, however please
feel free to experiment with your own ideas and play about with different
structures.
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Time to Explore
This is a chance for the group to explore the outside space and
connect with nature.
You can support the group to notice their surroundings by playing
games or hiding exciting objects around the playground to stimulate
their imaginations. Children at this age love adventures, treasure hunts and missions so think of
ideas that will turn your ordinary space into a mystical world of wonder.
For example, the sessions in this pack are inspired by Mother Nature’s gifts. You can tell the group
Mother Nature has visited and hidden a gift for us to find. The gifts act as a stimulus to inspire
games, stories, discussions and songs.
Stimulus
• Choose an object, text, image or place as stimulus to help generate creative ideas. For
example, a shell might inspire us to explore our ideas about water. A jar of soil might lead to
a story about worms or plants.
•

Make it magic! Hide the stimulus in a special box or story bag. Go on a hunt for it to increase
the excitement.

•

Use natural materials like leaves, sticks and stones to encourage an appreciation of nature.
Another benefit of finding natural materials is that it’s free!

Ideas for... Exploring
Nature Connection Exercises
Rainbow Touch: Say ‘Rainbow touch, rainbow touch, rainbow touch
something green’ and everyone will find and touch something green.
Where possible encourage them to find natural things for each colour.
Once you have tried colours you could advance to textures, temperatures
or sounds.
I Spy:
• I spy with my little eye something the colour of…
• I hear with my little ear something that sounds like (make the noise of a bird or rustling leaves).
• I feel with my little finger something that feels (soft, rough, bumpy etc).
• I smell with my little nose something that smells like (flowers, mint, wood etc).
Collecting: Using a variety of adjectives ask the children to collect some objects, bring them back
into the circle and discuss what they have found. For example ‘Collect one flat thing, one round
thing and one wet thing’.
Call and Response
To get the group’s attention ask them to choose an animal noise. If they say a wolf’s howl then
every time you howl they must repeat it and gather back in.
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Storytime
Stories have been an important part of
communication and learning for thousands
of years. They are how we make meaning
of our lives and help us to understand the
world around us. Tales in and about nature
have been engaging humans throughout
history, and they are especially relatable
and beneficial for early years children.
The Out to Play approach encourages everyone
to find the confidence to be a storyteller, grown ups
and children alike. Having spent time in nursery settings we know they are full of exceptional
storytellers and performers, just like YOU.
Practice makes perfect so learn your stories, practice them, make them your own and tell them
without looking at the book. For example, aim to remember the five key points in the story as
a memory aid. Try sharing the stories in this pack with the following ideas...

Ideas for... Storytime
Make it Relatable (Example on p17 The Lucky Seed)
• Name characters after children in your group.
• Use a location the group are familiar with as the setting for your story.
• Find out the children’s favourite animals and include them in the story.
Use Props (Example on p21 Tiddalik the Frog)
• Pass around objects related to your story.
• Use puppets or soft toys.
• Use a prop or item of costume for each character.
Repetition (Example on p25 Awongalema)
• Repeat lines in your story with the whole group.
• Use songs, rhythm and instruments.
Participation (Example on p29 I Can Fly)
Forgetful Storyteller: Pretend you have forgotten parts of the story and ask the group for their
ideas. This leaves the story open to lots of possibilities, so be ready to improvise.
Active (Example on p32 Out to Play)
• While telling the story move around the outdoor space. Choose areas that relate to your
story, for example puddles, trees or hills.
• Get up and copy the characters. For example, if a character jumps, then jump around the
space.
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Out to Play Session Plans
‘From The Ground Up’
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Earth			

Water			

Flight		

Weather

Trees

All of the session plans last between 45 minutes to one hour.
Feel free to lengthen the session to spend longer on
specific exercises, free play or exploring, or shorten the
plans to fit your needs.
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Session 4:
Flight
Overview
This is an exciting session full of movement
and inspires children about the wonder of flying.
The group are invited to give ideas and share
their stories. The session provides a great
opportunity to build the confidence of
individual children to share ideas in a group
setting.
Top Tips
The Forgetful Storyteller I Can Fly (p29).
As you are telling the story, pretend to have forgotten what happens next and
ask for the group to help. For example, ‘Once upon a time there was a caterpillar
called… oh no I’ve forgotten! Can you help me think of a name?’
They will need support in the beginning to make and name their character.
Ask them questions like: ‘Where should we take your creature?’ ‘Is your creature
hungry?’ ‘What does it eat?’
Preparation
Mother Nature’s Gift: A feather inside a box.
Prepare materials to make flying creatures. Use sticks, string, play doh, feathers
and found natural materials like leaves and stones.
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Flight Session Plan
Setting the Scene
• Circle Time: Name and movement (i.e jazz hands, jump or a twirl).
• Get Ready: Mime putting on exploring gear.
Time to Explore
• Find: Magic box with a feather inside.
• Discuss: Who has feathers? Who can fly?
Storytime
• Read: I Can Fly (p29).
Bringing the Story to Life
• Sing: May We All Fly like Eagles (p29).
• Drama Games: Everyone will make their own little flying creature, name them
and take them on an adventure. Turn your playground into magical worlds for
the birds to fly over, i.e. flying over some plants is a magical forest, the sandpit
is a tropical beach, any structures can become mountains, and puddles can
become lakes.
• Come back together and share stories of what the creatures have explored.
What is its name? Where have they been? Did they make friends?
Playtime
• Free Play: Give the group time to continue playing with their flying creatures
by themselves.
Until Next Time...
• Take home: Their flying creature.
• Mime taking off explorer gear.
• Thank You Song: To birds and all flying creatures.
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I Can Fly
*Try this story as forgetful storyteller!
All words in bold can be changed
to the children’s ideas*

Once upon a time there was a caterpillar
called Sophie. She wished nothing more
than to be able to fly. She looked up to the
sky and saw birds flying. They would sing
‘Look at me, I can fly, way up high, in the
sky’. Sophie tried to fly like a bird but she
couldn’t.
So, Sophie looked up to the sky again
and saw an airplane flying. It said ‘Look
at me, I can fly, way up high, in the sky’.
Sophie tried to fly like an airplane but she
couldn’t.
So, Sophie looked up to the sky again and
saw clouds flying. They said ‘Look at me,
I can fly, way up high, in the sky’. Sophie
tried to fly like a cloud but she couldn’t.
Sophie was so tired from her day of
trying to fly she went home to bed. Now,
caterpillars are very smart and can make
their own blankets. So, Sophie made her
own blanket, called a cocoon, all the way
from her toes to her head. She fell fast
asleep.
In the morning she had dreamt she could
fly. When she started to take off her
cocoon she noticed something. She had
grown wings! She flew out of her house
and sang ‘Look at me, I can fly, way up
high, in the sky’.
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May We All Fly
Like Eagles

This is a Native American song.
You can sing the song while flying with
your arms stretched out like an eagle.
Sing a line and let the children repeat,
call and response style, until they are
singing it with you.
Oh-wich-ee-chi-o
Oh-ee-hi-o
Oh-wich-ee-chi-o
Oh-ee-hi-o
May we all fly like eagles,
Flying so high
Circling the Universe
Wings full of light
Find the tune on You Tube by searching
May we all fly like eagles.
When drawing inspiration from other
cultures, it is important not to mimic or
stereotype which can be disrespectful
and offensive. Learn about the culture
and always make it clear where you have
taken the story or song from.
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About the Author

Sarah Rankin joined the Eco Drama team in
2018 to introduce the Out To Play project
to Nurseries in Glasgow. Through Drama
and Storytelling she journeyed alongside
children and staff to deepen their
connection to nature in creative ways.
Sarah has worked all over Scotland as a
Drama Artist with organisations such as
The Village Storytelling Centre and the
Citizens Theatre, and also in exciting, far
off lands like Vanuatu and Mexico. Her
flexible approach to early years education
is child-led, inclusive and trusts in the
learning experiences that can be gained
through free play and by simply being
outside in nature.

Sarah says ‘I have thoroughly enjoyed Out
to Play and truly believe in the power of the
expressive arts to empower individuals and
to create positive change. Through working
with the nurseries I am confident in the
knowledge that early years children have
wonderful, enthusiastic and magical role
models in the form of their talented
Nursery Leaders.’
This resource drew upon Eco Drama’s
2018 resource pack ‘Let’s Go... Out to Play!’
written for primary school teachers by
Drama Artists Sophie McCabe and Ben
Mali Macfadyen. Sarah would like to thank
Emily Reid, Nina Doherty, Ben Mali
Macfadyen and Sophie McCabe at Eco
Drama for their support throughout the
project and for being constant sources of
knowledge and inspiration. Sarah would
also like to thank all of the children and
grown ups at Westercraigs, Barlanark,
Crookston and Buchlyvie Nurseries for
countless laughs, adventures and shared
learning experiences.
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